Genome Editing in Mouse Embryos with CRISPR/Cas9.
Transgenic mouse models can be subdivided into two main categories based on genomic location: (1) targeted genomic manipulation and (2) random integration into the genome. Despite the potential confounding insertional mutagenesis and host locus-dependent expression, random integration transgenics allowed for rapid in vivo assessment of gene/protein function. Since precise genomic manipulation required the time-consuming prerequisite of first generating genetically modified embryonic stem cells, the rapid nature of generating random integration transgenes remained a strong benefit outweighing various disadvantages. The advent of targetable nucleases, such as CRISPR/Cas9, has eliminated the prerequisite of first generating genetically modified embryonic stem cells for some types of targeted genomic mutations. This chapter outlines the generation of mouse models with targeted genomic manipulation using the CRISPR/Cas9 system directly into single cell mouse embryos.